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                                        I've really enjoyed my time studying at CAE, it's a really wholesome and refreshing experience.. The lecturers here are subject expert, warm, and friendly. The admin staff will go the extra mile to help and support us with what we need during our studies. Also, there's always new concepts you can learn in every lesson unlike other school where the lectures are only one way communication - boring and pointless. Here is more of a lively discussion where it depicts the real world out there. On a scale of 1-10, I would rate this school an 11. CAE is a unique and inspiring place! #mentalhealthread more
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                                        Gained valuable practical knowledge & skills from this course. Initially, I had my doubts to do a career switch in counselling. But after attending the preview session (which was highly informative & inspirational) & completing their postgrad diploma, I can confidently assure to all future students that you are in good hands. The school has tremendously supported me throughout my entire journey from start till end. Staff were helpful and prompt in assisting. Lecturers were unselfish in sharing their knowledge & real-life experiences. As long as the students are willing to put in their effort and time, I don’t see much of an issue. It is as good as taking your degree in established government institutionread more
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                                        Engaging lecturers and their staff are super helpful, especially Danny, always there to answer my queries!
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                                        With zero knowledge & background in special education, a CAE staff (shout-out to Melissa) invited me for a preview talk and she gave a very clear introduction of the Diploma modules and explained well the career path and her teaching experience as well, which gave me a better understanding and confidence in pursuing a career in this new field. I took a 6-month Diploma in Education (Special Needs) in Oct last year and it has been an eye-opening and knowledge-enriching experience given the 2 lecturers who were practicing in the field, hence every lecture was never boring as the lecturers referenced heavily on the real-life situations and their teaching experiences and encounters have added extra value to the whole program. Overall, I would recommend the Diploma program to those who are considering entering into the Sped field or who want to just know more about it. Special thanks to Melissa who has ensured that I had a smooth and pleasant experience during my studying period in CAE, very helpful! Cheers!read more
                                    

            

        

            

            

    


COUNSELLING
	How do you know you aren’t making things worse?
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
	How you can help improve a child’s social skills
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PLAY THERAPY
	How effective is Play Therapy?
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	Can Play Therapy help my child?
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[image: Getz A]
Getz A05:24 07 Jan 24
I love Mr Charles's teaching style. I have learned so much from him. His teaching style is engaging and gave us the...  chance to apply what we learn every lecture. He also made sure to give us specific compliments for every sharing in the class. You are awesome Mr. Charles! Please keep it up!read more


[image: Allison Tan]
Allison Tan22:18 22 Dec 23
Besides sharing his experiences generously, teacher Charles also encouraged sharing of experiences among students which...  increases my confidence in the subject matter. It helps to open us up & breaks the monotony of zoom lessons, making it more enjoyable in which teacher Charles did, so thank you teacher Charles.read more


[image: Leon Tay]
Leon Tay13:03 08 Dec 23
Excellent school with dedicated lecturers and staff, including a well-structured curriculum. Always looked forward to...  attending the lessons during my course. Highly recommended if you would like to pursue a career path in social sciences/work.read more


[image: Kit Ong]
Kit Ong03:24 30 Aug 23
Loved the service here. Big thanks to the school for allowing me to achieve my lifelong dream of becoming a counsellor....  Counselling has always been my passion. Helping others and being their listening ears is an innate habit of mine. With the skills gained, I believe i am now an all-rounder and effective counsellor. Their quality service and education is a big STAR here. Not to mention it is also accredited by SACread more


[image: Carole Harrell McLemore]
Carole Harrell McLemore11:18 09 May 23
I would like to thank College of Allied Educators for meeting my expectations in terms of providing high-quality...  student services support, experienced and qualified lecturers and also, making new friends along the way. I am grateful for my positive experience and highly recommend the college to anyone looking to upgrade their education. Hats off CAE!!read more


[image: Charlene K]
Charlene K04:07 28 Feb 23
Was torn btw which school to choose for my foray in counselling but so glad I chose CAE. Great quality of teaching for...  the counselling course!read more


[image: Elizabeth Emily]
Elizabeth Emily05:42 19 Jan 23
College of Allied Educators is arguably one of the most well-adapted private school I've attended. Quality of lesson...  objective were not affected even though it was conducted online. The customer service rendered to me were 5 stars and amazingly polite, patience and understanding. Lecturers were undeniably the best from their field with extensive experience and knowledge. I would highly recommend aspiring counsellors or psychologist out there to build your foundation here. We need more sincere school like CAE!! Au revoir~read more
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renee anne duario05:45 04 Oct 22
I had a great time learning and having the chance to excel my field


[image: Sreeja Rahul]
Sreeja Rahul12:38 03 Oct 22
CAE provided me a great platform in understanding the concepts of special education. The lecturers were insightful,...  current and organised; which added to a a great learning experience. The administrative staff also provided great support in managing the online classes on time and without any glitches. They also ensured timely responses to any queries. During the last 15 months, i always looked forward to these classes and have now completed the post graduate diploma along with a start as a special education teacher. Thank you to CAE and the whole team of lecturers and administrative staff.read more
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Junie Tan09:17 03 Oct 22
The lecturers gave good insights about the modules and shared their experiences. The course gave me confidence to make...  the switch to become a SPED teacher.read more


[image: Abriel Ong]
Abriel Ong11:26 06 Apr 22
I genuinely think CAE has surpass all my expectations. My overall sense is they are a small, humble school yet they...  provide high quality education standards. My classmates and I can agree that the lecturers are well experienced in their respective fields, and they do deliver with passion. It is not like any boring lectures that I have experienced before. They will go the extra miles by attending to all our questions or doubts on the theory, even out of class time. I highly recommend people out there who wish to further their studies or build their foundation here. I certainly did not regret studying here and certainly have cherished my time here. Thank you CAE~- Abriel (Postgraduate in Counselling Psychology & Adv. Diploma in Special Education)read more


[image: Gabriel Tan]
Gabriel Tan03:48 31 Jan 22
CAE has exceeded my expectation in terms of high-quality education and their warm customer service. Not sure if it's...  just me...but even though it appears to be a small school, they have a highly niche specialization course in Counselling psychology and special needs. Their abundance of teaching experience and guidance have allowed me to build and kickstart my lifelong dream of becoming a MOE counsellor. I am now a registered SAC member. I will always be grateful to them for providing me this opportunity. Thank uread more


[image: Ravindran Singh]
Ravindran Singh03:54 20 Oct 21
Pleased with my experience here. The preview session was informative & meaningful in helping me deciding whether...  counselling is for me. Enrolment & admin process were efficient and they were very detailed in their explanations. It is very clear that the lecturers are of the highest quality in this field, as they are current practitioners who have plenty of experience, knowledge to share. Their willingness to go the extra miles & inspire others is heart warming. Now, my next stage is be a registered MOE counsellor. Thank you to all the staff and lecturers at College of allied educators. Keep in touch!read more


[image: Marcus Sim]
Marcus Sim11:06 08 Jul 21
Started my postgraduate cert. in counselling psychology in late 2019. Journey has been plain sailing with lots of help...  from the school. From my exp, other institutes will tell you to clock your own practicum hours, but Cae has helped to place me in various organizations. I owe a huge debt to them as i have finally achieved my dream to be a registered counsellor in MOE sch! Ps great job on the switch to online learning. Too bad i only get to experience it with 1 moduleread more


[image: Kimberly Shan]
Kimberly Shan05:20 18 May 21
Wonderful wonderful institute. Signed up for the diploma in learning disability studies to upgrade my skills as a pre...  school teacher. I came in thinking that i already had the capabilities to care for the special needs children, but what an eye opener this course has been! Learnt so much from the lecturers in just a few months. Really pleased with my study hereread more


[image: Christy Wong]
Christy Wong07:46 12 May 21
I am highly impressed with your lecturer and staff from diploma in learning disorders management. I was hesitant to...  join at first and hence i tried out their certificate in learning disorders programme initially. Over time, the quality and expertise of the lecturer won me over and i decided to upgrade to the diploma level. Picked up plenty of invaluable skills and practical knowledge over the course which i can apply at my workplace. Thank u for all your help cae!read more


[image: Suruchi Ravendran]
Suruchi Ravendran05:21 18 Feb 21
Attaining the Postgraduate diploma in Counselling psychology is the most memorable journey of my life so far. Even...  though i have done my MA, this programme has taught me conventional & unconventional skills in supporting my clients. The vast invaluable experience sharing sessions by the different lecturers has taught me that counselling is not just about solving issues & finding answers, but it is more on supporting & helping our client with their journey toward betterment. I sincerely recommend to others who wishes to have a fulfilling career in counselling to take up this programme. The admin staff are always available and supportive in answering all my queries and doubts that I have. Thank you CAE!Much appreciated, Suruchiread more


[image: Pauline Tay]
Pauline Tay03:43 21 Dec 20
I had an awesome experience in pursuing the Diploma in Education (Special Needs) here at CAE.. Have made many wonderful...  coursemates/ friends here too.    A special shout out to Melissa who was very hospitable ,,efficient and patient. Appreciate all your help ! Also to Vivian, the lecturers and the rest of the Team, thank you all very much for all your hard work and efforts!read more
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Jackson Chong13:00 11 Nov 20
I'm impressed that the school has engaged field practitioners for our lectures. Personally, the visit to the Special...  Education centre for our practicum is very enriching as I get to experience first hand the kind of environment in a SPED schoolread more


[image: Tan Sek Gye]
Tan Sek Gye10:55 10 Nov 20
Thank you for providing counselling service for me. It was an eye opener and the sessions helps me to deal with my...  current situation. I truly appreciate the counsellors at the College as they were patient and understanding. My child benefited from the play therapy session tooread more


[image: Kristiani Agnes]
Kristiani Agnes09:25 23 Jul 20
With zero knowledge & background in special education, a CAE staff (shout-out to Melissa) invited me for a preview talk...  and she gave a very clear introduction of the Diploma modules and explained well the career path and her teaching experience as well, which gave me a better understanding and confidence in pursuing a career in this new field. I took a 6-month Diploma in Education (Special Needs) in Oct last year and it has been an eye-opening and knowledge-enriching experience given the 2 lecturers who were practicing in the field, hence every lecture was never boring as the lecturers referenced heavily on the real-life situations and their teaching experiences and encounters have added extra value to the whole program. Overall, I would recommend the Diploma program to those who are considering entering into the Sped field or who want to just know more about it. Special thanks to Melissa who has ensured that I had a smooth and pleasant experience during my studying period in CAE, very helpful! Cheers!read more


[image: OinkyDoinky]
OinkyDoinky07:16 11 May 20
I would like to give a big shout out to CAE for helping me to carve a career path for me. I got enrolled in Diploma in...  Special Education & then Diploma in Counselling psychology and it has aided me greatly in my new job. I’ve learnt and gained valuable skill sets from these 2 programmes. If anyone is looking @ Private schools, I would highly recommend CAE. The staff and lecturers are warm & welcoming yet professional in delivering their work.read more


[image: lacrymosa ,]
lacrymosa ,10:16 18 Dec 19
It has been a pleasure to study in this school. I really admire how the school make an effort to listen to the...  students’ feedback and improve accordingly. I’ve gained invaluable insights shared by the lecturers and my classmates. They are engaging, fun and interactive. The practicum centre that I was attached to, was an eye-opener for me as I get to experience working in a special needs school as a shadow teacher. It has given me great opportunity to continue working after graduating and expand my connections in the special education industryread more
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